Idesco Cardea System finalist in prestigious IFSEC Access Control award
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Idesco’s Cardea System short listed as a finalist at the 2009 IFSEC Security Industry Awards

Idesco Cardea System has been short listed for the finals in the Access Control Product of the year category at the 2009 IFSEC Security Industry Awards. Award winners are published on May 12 at the Award Gala of IFSEC 2009.

Idesco will present its complete product line, including the innovative Access Touch - a touch screen terminal and the wireless Cardea System, which has been nominated for the Access Control Product of the Year 2009 award. These innovative products are great tools for building new RFID applications. Access Touch can be utilised in versatile identification and data processing applications, including time & attendance, payments, access control, house automation, fire and alarm systems, visitor systems, and more. It also operates as info screen, for instance, while collecting payments. Access Touch operates as a standalone unit or as a part of a system. It enables wireless RF applications.
Wireless Cardea technology shows its advantage in the form of easy and cost-effective installations without cabling. It opens new ways for RFID to be used in new interesting applications, like temporary access control systems (events, construction sites), small and compact applications with few doors and readers (small office, shop) connected to the parking application outside, or access control systems in historic buildings, without cabling.